
HIMALAYA MOTORCYCLE TOUR

14-28 AUG 2022



TRIP OVERVIEW

Royal Enfield motorbike trip on the winding roads of the Himalayas

MEETING POINT 

Delhi Indira Gandhi

International Airport (DEL)

ACCOMMODATION

10 nights in good quality

3 starred hotels mostly 

with hot shower and wifi.

3 nights in glamping 

style tents.

TRAVEL

Individually, we

assist with choosing

the best flights.

VISA

Most nationalities require 

a visa to India. It’s usually 

an easy process which 

can be done online.

If you need assistance, 

we are happy to help.

THE MOTORBIKE  

Royal Enfield Bullet 500

or Royal Enfield Himalayan 400

70% concrete 30% dirt road

DAILY DISTANCE  

Between 100 - 250 km

 DIFFICULTYTOTAL DISTANCE

1500 km

RIDING DAYS

12 days

21 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 15

LENGTH OF THE TRIP

15 days

12 13 14
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HIGHLIGHTS

The highest motorable roads on Earth 

Legendary Royal Enfield motorbikes 

1000 years old Buddhist monasteries 

5 passes over 5000 meters 

Surrounded by peaks above 6-7000 meters

Turquoise tarns, mountain lakes 

Authentic Indian cuisine and culture shock
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ITINERARY 

DELHI

MANALI

JISPA

SARCHU

LEH

PANGONG TSO

NUBRA VALLEY

LEH

DAH HANU

LAMAYURU

LEH

DELHI

* The itinerary is subject to change at any times. The final itinerary depends on current 

  environmental conditions.
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Arrival to Delhi, a quick nap in the hotel, lunch, 

then visiting Humayun’s Tomb, which is one of 

the most famous examples of Mughal architecture 

besides Taj Mahal. Leaving to Manali in the 

evening by comfortable private bus.

DAY 1

ARRIVAL
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Testing the bikes with a 60-80 km tour on the 

nearby mountains around Manali. 

DAY 3

PICK UP THE ENFIELDS 

Arrival to Manali, acclimatization excursion 

to Vashist to the Jogini waterfall, bathing 

in the sacred thermal pools. 

DAY 2

MANALI 
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We continue the ride uphill and cross the 4890-

meter high Baralacha Pass. Here we get a taste 

of Ladakh’s moonlit landscapes and epic mountain 

ranges. We spend the night in a well equipped 

tent camp in Sarchu. 

DAY 5

HIGH MOUNTAINS 

After breakfast we set out towards the Rohtang pass 

(3978 m). Going uphill between enormous pine trees, 

with huge vultures circling in the sky. After a challen-

ging descent soon we reach the small trade-town 

of Jispa, where we spend the night. 

DAY 4

THE JOURNEY BEGINS
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DAY 6

THE TOUGHEST DAY  

We have to climb 3 passes around 5000 meters, 

including the second highest motorable pass, the 

5329-meter high Tanglang La. From here we ride 

down following the Indus river to Leh, the capital 

of Ladakh, where we can finally relax. 
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DAY 7

REST DAY IN LEH 

After riding on the hardest roads in the world 

for 3 days, strolling around in Leh will feel pretty 

good. We change our bikes to ones with local 

plates. We also prepare ourselves for the 

challenges of the following days. 
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We set out again towards Pangong Lake, the 

biggest salt water lake in Asia, 2/3 of which lies 

in China and 1/3 in India. We spend the night in 

a nice, well equipped tent camp by the lake. 

DAY 8

PANGONG LAKE  

DAY 9

NUBRA VALLEY

We are leaving towards Nubra Valley following the 

Shyok river, which is only rideable during late sum-

mer, in the rest of the year it is covered with snow. 
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In the morning we’re climbing up to the 32-me-

ter-high Buddha statue of the Diskit monastery, 

which peacefully looks towards Pakistan to protect 

the inhabitants of the area. While riding towards 

Leh we’re crossing the world’s highest motorable 

pass, the Khardung La, said to be 5602 meters 

high where we’re stretching the team’s flag.

DAY 10

THE HIGHEST MOTORABLE

ROAD ON EARTH
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Relaxation, refreshment, massage, souvenir 

shopping and a short, optional riding to the 

most famous Buddhist monasteries of the 

neighborhood. 

DAY 11

REST DAY, MONASTERIES AROUND LEH

DAY 12

DAH HANU

We’ll take a trip to Dah Hanu along the Indus 

river. This timeless village preserves a unique 

Indo-European cultural heritage and inhabited by 

the Dardic people wearing extraordinary traditional 

jewelry and clothes. We spend the night in 

a high class tent-camp in an apricot orchard. 
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DAY 13

LAMAYURU, ALCHI  

On our last day on two wheels we are crossing 

our last 5000 meter high pass. Before heading 

back to Leh we will stop by in Lamayuru and 

Alchi, the home of a 1000 year old monastery. 
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Transfer to the airport, flying home with 

unforgettable memories and new friendships.

DAY 15

DEPARTURE 

Flight from Leh to Delhi where we’ll take 

a rest or an optional party after the long 

and demanding journey.

DAY 14

DELHI 
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THE MOTORCYCLE

Legendary Royal Enfields Bullet 500 or the 

new Himalayan 400 

The Royal Enfield is one of the oldest motorcycle 

companies that’s been in business since the 1930s 

and has been manufactured in India since the 1950s. 

It was used by the British Army in the 

Second World War.

There is no better tool for these roads. Or maybe 

one: The Royal Enfield Himalayan, you can upgrade 

to this model for 250 EUR extra
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ACCOMMODATION

10 nights in internationally renowned three 

starred hotels in cities

3 nights in comfortable and cosy camps 

in the remote areas, glamping style 

Filling Indian style breakfasts and dinners 

on riding days

For lunch we’ll stop by small tea stalls on the way, 

where everybody can buy simple meals e.g. noodle 

soup and fried rice. Snickers and Coca Cola 

are also available. 

MEALS
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13 nights accommodation with breakfast & dinner

Delhi - Manali bus ride

Airport transfers in India

12 days motorcycle rental - Royal Enfield bullet 500

Domestic flight ticket from Leh to Delhi  

Local guides

Back-up van for the baggages

Mechanic and spare parts

Permissions to militarily protected areas

Experienced GoBeyond tour guide

International flight tickets to Delhi and back 
(from 500 €)

Insurance valid for motorbiking in India
(recommended by GoBeyond : 50-100 €)

Visa (if applicable, cca. 70 €)

Pocket money (depending on the desire to buy 
souvenirs: 250-500 €)

Motorcycle protectors and gear

Upon request we are happy to handle & book visa,

plane tickets and insurance for 50 € in total

BREAKDOWN

Travelling in the back-up van or as a pillion: 2090 €

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

Price: 2390 €

FURTHER EXPENSES
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40% DEPOSIT*

INQUIRY 1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

WANNA JOIN? FOLLOW THE STEPS BELOW! 

& TRAVEL CONTRACT

PLANE TICKETS 

& VISA PROCESS

FINAL PAYMENT 

* 30 days prior departure. In case you are signing up within the 30 days period the full amount has to be paid in one sum.

AVAILABILITY 

CONFIRMATION
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JÁNOS  VÉRTES: +36 30 272 3004

SIGN UP NOW

OR ASK AWAY ON ANY OF THE PLATFORMS BELOW!

 HELLO@GOBEYOND.TRAVEL

https://vimeo.com/gobeyondtravel
https://www.instagram.com/gobeyond.travel/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkOKJBGCp0IoTTe8mdxQAJw
https://www.facebook.com/GoBeyond.travelagency
https://www.linkedin.com/company/beyond-the-standard/

